Design optimization is becoming an increasingly important tool for design, often using simulation as part of the evaluation of the objective function. A measure of the efficiency of an optimization algorithm is of great importance when comparing methods. The main contribution of this paper is the introduction of a singular performance criteria, the Entropy Rate Index, based on Shannon's information theory, taking both reliability and rate of convergence into account. It can also be used to characterize the difficulty of different optimization problems. Such a performance criterion can also be used for optimization of the optimization algorithms itself.
Introduction
The rapid development in simulation methods and the general increase in hardware performance imply that design methods based on different kinds of numerical optimization for system design are becoming increasingly important. Numerical optimization methods require that the objective function to be evaluated (using simulation) a great many times, but they are very attractive since they can be used for optimization based on simulation of complete, non-linear systems, and do not rely on grossly simplified models, where gradients are available, as more analytical methods do. Work in this area has shown that simulation based optimization can be used both for parameter optimization and for component sizing; see for example .
There are many situations where very little information is available regarding the nature of the objective function, e.g. gradients cannot be obtained explicitly and constraints are implicit. This is particularly true when evaluation of the objective function relies on simulation of dynamic systems. In these situations direct search methods are very attractive, and in this paper the focus is on a specific direct search method, the Complex method, see Box (1965) . This method, and some modified versions of it, are promising candidates for direct search optimization, and are analyzed in more detail in this paper.
One issue when developing optimization methods is how to evaluate their performance. Although it may sound deceptively simple, it is a very multifaceted problem. Perhaps the most obvious difficulty is that the performance of a particular optimization method is highly problem-dependent. This means that for every class of objective functions it is relevant to test a range of methods to find the most suitable one. Furthermore, even with a given problem, there are several ways to measure performance, the most important being the number of evaluations needed to converge and the probability of reaching the true optima. The need for efficient direct search methods constitutes the motivation for this research. In order to increase the efficiency of any optimization method, the algorithm itself should be optimized, and hence there is a need to establish a performance index to measure the performance of the optimization algorithm itself.
Performance measures
The majority of investigations where performance of methods is presented and compared, such as for example Afsar (2008) , Liu (2009) , Schutte (2005) , Wang (2007) , Younis and Dong (2010) , and Zahara (2008) , use the convergence plot of the objective functions (and sometimes parameters). In addition, the number of objective function evaluations is displayed, as well as how close the objective function is to the true optimum. Reklaitis et al. (1983) list a number of criteria such as CPU time, accuracy in the found solution, number of iterations, reliability, number of function evaluations, user friendliness, and storage requirements. Of these the relevant are really CPU time, accuracy, robustness and user friendliness, since number of iterations and function evaluations are merely other measures of CPU time. However, if the measure should be machine independent, it is really the number of function evaluations that is important, since most of the CPU time is likely to be in the function evaluations, rather than in the calculations in the algorithm itself. This is especially true for simulation based optimization. User-friendliness implies that the method should have acceptable performance for a wide range of optimization problems, with a minimum of tuning of the algorithm. Robustness can be defined as the probability that the true optimum will be found when the algorithm is applied to a problem. Khompatraporn et al (2005) also describe various problems associated with making comparisons, such as test problem selection, and how different stop criteria influence a method's performance. Although performance measures based on the fact that number of function evaluations is of interest are presented, the reliability is not so often presented. In Liao and Luus (2006) , however, it is also shown how many times, from a set of trials, the optimization converge on the true solution. This was also the case in Manetsch and Cabrera (1991) , In addition they also looked into the effect of using several processors in parallel. Looking at this literature there is not a common established best practice for how to present performance in a way so that it is easily comparable between different papers and authors.
Meta-optimization
The term meta-optimization could be used to describe the formal optimization of an optimization algorithm (compare with a meta-model being a model of a model). Keane (1995) establish a criterion only related to the objective function value and the number of evaluations, which is subsequently used to tune a Genetic algorithm. In this way there is another layer of optimization where the optimization algorithm itself is optimized, hence a meta-optimization. In a similar manner Pedersen and Chipperfield (2009) used metaoptimization to tune parameters in a particle swarm method. Smit and Eiben (2009) use different methods to tune parameters in an evolutionary algorithm, including evolutionary algorithm itself. In Krus and Andersson (2003) used meta-optimization of a modified version of the Complex method using a criterion combining both number of objective function evaluations and the probability of finding the correct optimum
Objective function characterization
Finally, in order to be able to predict the resources needed for optimization, it would be a great advantage if the difficulty of an optimization problem could be characterized. In the present situation this is expressed only in general terms, such that a problem is convex, multi modal or NP-hard.
It can therefore be concluded that there is a lack of an agreed upon formulation that unifies convergence rate and reliability into a measure that can be used for comparison between different studies of optimization methods and problems, and there is also a lack of quantification of the difficulty of different optimization problems.
The remainder of the paper has the following structure. First Shanon's information theory is described in the context of a generic optimization process. Thereafter the Complex method is explained in detailed together with its convergence properties. The proposed performance index is then developed and applied to a set of test functions. Next, meta-optimization of the Complex method is performed using the Complex algorithm itself and the proposed performance index. Finally, a difficulty index for objective functions is presented.
Information theory and design optimization
In Pierce (1978) and subsequently in Jaynes (1981) it is described how information theory can be applied to the search (surveillance) problem. It is therefore used to optimize the search strategy. Optimization in itself is a kind of search, and can be regarded as a learning process where information about the parameter values is gained as the optimization progresses. It is therefore natural to investigate the optimization process from an information-theoretical point of view. Information theory of communication was founded by C.E. Shannon with his paper "A Mathematical Theory of Communication" (1948) . This is basically a probabilistic approach where information theory is related to thermodynamics with the introduction of the entropy as a measure of information.
An interesting aspect is to study the amount of information gained in each evaluation. Shannon defined the differential information entropy for continuous signals as
This gives one measure of information. Here p(x) is the probability density function. This expression is not dimensionless, unless x is dimensionless, since the probability density function has the unit of the inverse of x.
If not, the differential entropy of the probability density function p(x) needs to be related to another distribution m(x). The result is called the Kullback-Leibler divergence (Kullback and Leibler, 1951 ) from the distribution m(x). This is the relative entropy and it is defined as
It can also be generalized to any dimensionality.
This can be written in a more compact form as mx is a space of equal possibilities, where no particular region can be considered more likely than another. Other distributions can also be considered but they can always be mapped on a rectangular distribution by transforming the design space, which can be very useful (this also includes infinite distributions), for design optimization. Equation (2) can then be rewritten as
H is here used to indicate relative information entropy related to a rectangular distribution and has the unit bits. For the multidimensional case it will be
This can also be written in a more compact form as
where D is the design space. H x is defined as the design information entropy where design x has a posteriori distribution () p x within the design space D. S is the size of the design space and is defined as 
This yields the information content (in bits) for that variable as:
where x is the uncertainty of the variable and x R its design span.  x is introduced as the relative uncertainty in parameters. The same expression holds if the probability distribution is normally distributed, in which case
Here x  is the standard deviation in x. In the following it is assumed that the uncertainty can be described by x  .
The Complex Algorithm
There are basically two families of optimization methods used in engineering. The gradient methods are widely used and are suitable for problems where the gradient of the objective function can be calculated explicitly at each point. This is for example the case in many structure optimization applications. The other group is the non-gradient methods. These methods do not rely explicitly on gradient information in each point. This also includes "gradient" methods where the gradient is calculated through some differentiation scheme. These methods are therefore of more general use, since gradient information is not generally available, especially if parts of the objective function are evaluated using simulation of non-linear systems. A modified version of the original Complex method by Box (1965) has been found to be one of the simplest and most easy to use methods. Among other things it has been used for simulation-based system optimization of hydraulic systems, see for example , Petterson et al. (2009) and Gavel et al. (2006) . The implementation shown here has also been described in Krus and Gunnarsson (1993) , where it was used for parameter optimization of a control system for a hydraulic crane where real experiments were used for function evaluation.
In the Complex method the word complex refers to a geometric shape with m≥n+1 points in an n-dimensional space. These m points are known as vertices of the Complex. The initial Complex is generated by sampling random points within the variable limits. If the implicit constraints are not fulfilled, a new point is generated until they are. The objective function is evaluated at each point. The worst point, i.e. the point with the highest function value for a minimization problem, is replaced by a point reflected in the centroid of the remaining points by a factor .
The centroid is calculated as
Box recommends 1.3   . If a point repeats as the highest value in consecutive trials, it is moved one half the distance towards the centroid of the remaining points, in this case
The Complex-RF optimization method described in the remainder of this paper is a modified version of the Complex method.
Convergence rate
Assuming that all points in the Complex are located at approximately the same distance from the optimum, the maximum contraction speed of the Complex method in each objective function evaluation can be estimated as (Krus and Gunnarsson, 1993) 
The number of parameters m in the Complex is a function of the number of independent variables m=n where typically 1.5<<2. Here x k is the spread of the Complex parameter set, at a particular evaluation number k. Expressed as a function of the original spread x 0 , this gives
This means that the number of calculations needed to reduce the spread of all variables down to at least  of the original spread can be estimated by
From this simple relationship follows that the number of evaluations needed to reduce a Complex by a certain amount is linearly dependent on the number of points in the Complex. In reality the objective function can be much more complicated than assumed here, but this estimate gives a lower bound to the number of evaluations necessary and a fair description of the behaviour near optimum.
The increase in information entropy for each objective function evaluation is obtained using eq. (11) and eq. (16) and can be written
where the multiplication by n comes from the fact that all n variables gain information. This can be simplified to This means that the system gains on average 0.155 bits of information for each evaluation. Note that this is independent of the number of optimization variables. However, for more optimization variables, it takes longer to converge to the same degree, since more information is needed. This represents an estimate of the amount of information gained in each function evaluation for a simple optimization problem. For more difficult problems, however, this can be expected to be considerably less.
The Complex-RF method
In order to enhance the performance of the original Complex method some modifications are useful. One is to introduce more randomization in the search. This avoids premature collapse of the method. 
where x i,max and x i,min are the maximum and minimum values of x i in the current Complex. In this way a random value is added to each parameter value that is dependent on the maximum spread in any parameter and scaled with the design range of the specific parameter.
Another modification involves what happens if a point repeats as the highest value in consecutive trials. Instead of just moved halfway towards the centroid of the Complex, it is also mirrored in the centroid. This handles implicit constraints or sharp edges in the objective function better, since it avoids a premature collapse at the edge.
It is also possible to include a forgetting factor, which ensures that the Complex is made up predominantly with recent parameter sets. This is necessary if the objective function varies over time. In this case old objective function values become increasingly unreliable and should be replaced by new ones. This is particularly true if the optimization is to be used to optimize parameters in a real process, in which case there may be drift in the parameters of the physical system. Furthermore, if the objective function is stationary but noisy, (i.e. there are local variations in the objective function between points close to each other in parameter space) this is indistinguishable from time-dependent noise since the probability of having a parameter set return to exactly the same position (and thus the same objective function value) is very small.
In each time step all stored objective function values in the Complex are subtracted with the value f 0e :
where f 0e is calculated as:
After each object value evaluation, all stored objective function evaluations in the Complex are decreased with this value f 0e . Using this approach, an objective function value is gradually reduced until it is replaced. The value of  can then be chosen to yield the desired properties. The proper selection will be discussed later.
Performance index of an optimization algorithm
The objective of any optimization algorithm is to gather information about the optimum solution. This can be expressed as reducing the uncertainty by a certain amount and thus increasing the amount of information as in 
Here, the tolerance  x is used as a measure of the final degree of contraction. Alternatively the actual values of the variable spread can be used. First, a very simple test function is used, which is a simple unimodal hump, described by (32). 
This is a little more than the theoretical estimate of 0.155. Typical convergence behaviour is shown in Figure  1 , where the maximum relative spread in x in each evaluation step is plotted. Figure 2 shows an estimation of the information expressed as
log max
This represents an estimate of the information gathered. In the same graph a straight line representing the theoretical convergence in equation (24) is also shown. It should be noted that equation (24) is not the only way to define the estimate. Another way would definitely be to add the estimated information entropy of each variable and sum them. This function will, however, be much noisier since it essentially tracks the variable with the least spread, but the choice is to some extent a matter of taste.
A more challenging test function is the so-called "Rosenbrock's banana", Rosenbrock (1960) , see equation (26). This is a function that exhibits widely varying gradients in different directions. This means that the search algorithm finds the ridge but fails to detect the gradient along the ridge and consequently to proceed to the optimum. This test function is so tricky that convergence at the optimum solution is not guaranteed for a finite stop criterion. This can be seen in Figure 3 , where the convergence in parameters for one optimization run is shown. It can be seen that the Complex first converges at around 25 evaluations, when it homes in on a part of the ridge. It then expands again, moving along the ridge and finally converging on the optimum. A similar behaviour can be seen where the estimate of the convergence is plotted along with the theoretical convergence rate. In this case, the convergence is on average much slower, although it may have local bursts of quicker convergence, approaching the theoretical speed. It must be stressed that there is a difference between estimated information and the actual information. Even though the estimated information can be reduced locally during optimization this only reflects the fact that the uncertainty was underestimated: the optimizer was converging towards a false optimum. This means that the estimated information entropy is always higher than the actual information entropy. A third test function is the unimodal hump with an added layer of a highly multimodal function, resembling noise. In order to investigate the effect on performance an objective function could be optimized a great many times using the standard Complex method. The success rate of the optimization can then be estimated by dividing the number of optimization runs that come within a certain threshold (e.g. 1%) of the true optimum value by the total number of optimization runs.
In order to take this success rate (or hit rate) into consideration, this can be compared to a target probability of finding the right optimum. Let the hit rate for the optimization be P opt and the target hit rate be P t . The risk of not finding the optimum is then (1-P opt ) . However, if the optimization is repeated M times, the risk of not finding the optimum in any of these is reduced and by solving the equation
the number of times needed to reduce the risk to 1-P t can be calculated as
The performance index in (28) can therefore be modified as
Since the log 2 is used (other bases can also be used) this represents one over the number of times it is required to evaluate the objective function in order to get a 50% probability of reaching the optimum. This criterion was presented Krus and Andersson (2003) and also by Schutte et al (2005) . However, for some objective functions it is so simple to find the optimum that the probability of finding the right optimum is P opt =1 (as in the first test function). In this case the criterion moves towards infinity, making it useless at high probabilities of P opt . Figure 6 . The probability density function of the found optimum.
It can therefore be useful to turn again to the definition of information entropy to find a better measure of information entropy. First, consider the single variable case. If x is a variable that indicates the position of the variable within the design range as in Figure 6 , then the probability density function will be
The information entropy can then be calculated as 
The general expression for the information entropy for n variables is 
It can be noted that the second term is usually the dominant one. With  x as the cut-off tolerance criterion in x, which is usually a small value, the performance index can be written as   
This entropy rate based performance index (ERI) is slightly different from the one represented by (29). For a given (small) value of  x the two criteria are very similar up to about P opt =0.7, above which (29) shows a rapid increase towards infinity as P opt approaches 1. Using the test function in (32), and running one set of one thousand optimization runs with the Complex method, where the stop criterion was set to =0.003, a hit rate of P opt =0.67, and an average value of the number of function evaluations N m =264 are obtained. The performance index in bits/evaluation could then be calculated as This reflects the fact the assumption that during the optimization the probability density function changes from a uniform, equal probability in all areas of the design space, into a function with a concentration of probability at the found solution.
There is also a third performance measure that can be used as an alternative to the one based on information theory. This is to compare the performance criterion with a random search. If a random search with no-return is used, the probability of finding the optimum after 
This means that the probability of finding the true optimum within the bounds given by δ x approaches 1 when all locations have been visited within tolerance δ x . From this expression it is possible to calculate the number of evaluations needed for a given bound and a given probability. This number can then be compared to the actual number of evaluations and probability of success for another method. The reason for this criterion is the "no free lunch theorem" propounded by Wolpert D.H., G. Macready (1997) , which states that taken over the set of all objective functions no method is better than the random search. This performance index can then be written
However, for the rest of this study the entropy rate based performance index (ERI), from equation (43), is used.
Optimization of the Complex-RF method
The next step is to use the Complex-RF method to optimize the optimization parameters in the Complex-RF method itself. In order to obtain a result that gives acceptable performance for different objective functions, a representative set of objective functions where chosen. Of course, if the characteristics of the objective function to be optimized is known, a test function as close as possible to that one should be chosen, or at least an objective function with similar difficultes. In this example, the performance was measured on three objective functions: the unimodal hump (29), the Rosenbrock banana (33), and a unimodal hump with an added low-amplitude high-frequency function that represents noise (37). The unimodal hump was chosen as the performance for simple objective functions should not be compromised to much. Because it is a wellknown test function, the Rosenbrock banana was chosen to represent an objective function with some difficulty. Finally, the noisy function was chosen since noise is an effect that sometimes occurs when dynamics simulation models are used to evaluate the objective function. In order to check the influence of the addition of the  and the  parameter they were alternatively set to zero as shown in Table 1 . A sensitivity analysis was also performed by using variations ( 0.1  ) of the parameter values around the optimum. This yields the following sensitivity matrix. Note that if N is considered to be analogue to effort or "energy" needed for the optimization and that in thermodynamics, the change in energy can be calculated as:
 is the change in thermodynamic entropy and T the temperature. In chemical reactions temperament is used to indicate a virtual temperature in conversion of chemical energy into electrical energy. Hence the temperament T o of the optimization process could be defined as:
Hence method f  would be the objective function temperament factor, OTF.
Discussion
The Complex-RF method has over the years been applied to a range of optimization problems. In particular it is very suitable for simulation-based optimization. It has been applied to problems ranging from aircraft actuation systems, to industrial robots and hydraulic machinery, where simulation models have been used to calculate the objective function, see for example Krus and Andersson (2003) . In this paper it has also been turned towards itself since it was also used to tune its own parameters. Interestingly, the properties that make it a very useful method for optimization of a wide range of problem also make it difficult to optimize precisely, since the optimum is rather flat (hence it is robust towards variation in its parameters), and of course the statistical nature of the method makes the meta objective function noisy even if many test runs are made to evaluate performance at every point. An alternative choice of method (more effective) for the meta optimization might be a response surface approach. The entropy rate based index (ERI) introduced here, uses the final region of uncertainty for the optimization variables. This is very clear when using a method such as the Complex method. However, in other methods with less pronounced convergence, such as for example Genetic Algorithms (GA) it is less obvious. In these situations the distance of the point closest to the true optimum can be used instead. Sometimes, such as in integer problems, the exact solution might eventually be found. In this situation it might be better to look at the number of function evaluations (and distance to optimum) just before the solution collapses to the exact value. It should also be noted that lack of an inherent method to estimate accuracy of the optimization at a given time is a problem in GA methods, since it also makes it difficult to establish a stop criterion.
Finally, another property, although outside the scope of this paper, that is becoming increasingly relevant, is the ability of a method to utilize multi-core architectures, and a performance criterion needs to be adjusted also for that situation. Here Genetic Algorithms stand out, since a whole population can be evaluated in parallel, as opposed to gradient based methods that are inherently sequential algorithms. However, this property can also be accounted for, if another measure of evaluation cost is used than the number of function evaluations. One straightforward way is to simply measure the time used for an optimization run, which for the GA is proportional to the number of generations.
Conclusions
In this paper the Complex-RF method is analyzed and optimized using itself for meta optimization, using a range of representative problems.
In order to evaluate an optimization method a performance index is needed. Here, a single expression, based on information theory, the entropy rate index (ERI), has been derived that produces a balance between
